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Customer Need

- **Goal:** Timely Detect and Analyze Internet Connectivity Outages
  - Focus on macroscopic events, affecting the network edge
  - *E.g., a connectivity black-out significantly affecting customers of a large network operator or a large geographic area*

- **Context:** cyber attacks, physical attacks, natural disasters, bugs and misconfiguration, government orders, ...

- **Application:** Public Safety, Situational Awareness, Disaster Recovery, Insurance, Internet Reliability & Performance
Approach - Overview

- **IODA: Internet Outage Detection & Analysis (NSF 2012-2016)**
  - Combine *active* and *passive* measurements both at the *data plane* and *control plane*
  - Data *aggregation* and event detection per Autonomous System (AS) and Geographic Area
  - Interactive *Visualization*

- **IODA-NP: Next Phase**
  - Methodological improvements and evaluation based on rigorous definitions, metrics, ground-truth, cross-validation
  - Reporting events
  - API Framework and Documentation
Approach – Visualization
Benefits

- Benefits
  - Near-realtime alerts
  - Multi-source
  - Visualization
  - API

- Risks / Challenges
  - Complex infrastructure
  - Improve resolution
  - Validation

Contrasting telescope traffic with BGP measurements revealed a mix of blocking techniques that was not publicized by others.

The second Libyan outage involved overlapping of BGP withdrawals and packet filtering.
Competition/Alternatives

- Oracle’s Internet Intelligence Map
  - Focus on country-level
  - Limited interaction/viz functionalities in interface
- ISI / John Heidemann’s work
  - IODA uses ISI Trinocular for one data source
  - IODA focuses on per-AS / geographic aggregations
- Akamai
  - State of the Internet reports and tweets
- Bgpmon.com
  - BGP only
Current Status 1/2

- Prototype running
  - Web dashboard
  - Tweets and blog posts
- Several events detected
- Deliverables:
  - Rigorous definitions (also for evaluation framework) [NID]
  - Methodology [NAFD]

https://ioda.caida.org
Current Status 2/2

- Improvements to BGP Geolocation
- BGP detection new deployment
- Collection of Power Outages events
- A new detection model for IBR based on Seasonal ARIMA models
- Investigated cross/partial-24block outages
Next Steps

- Architectural improvements to IBR capture and processing infrastructure to reduce latency
- Deploy new SARIMA-based IBR detection
- Develop and deploy detection fusing multiple data sources
- API & Documentation
- Validation and reporting
- Investigate characteristics of outages in the US
Potential Transition Activities

- **Application:** Public Safety, Situational Awareness, Disaster Recovery, Insurance, Internet Reliability & Performance
- Year 3 Pilot Task
  - potential use by FCC or DHS NCICCC
- Potential collaboration with industry
  - E.g. cyber-insurance
- Release components as open source